
APPROPRIATE COMMUNICATION IS CRITICAL FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH OUTCOMES FOR DEAF PEOPLE

Don Simonds 

GOAL 

Barrier free communication to allow the Deaf full inclu-

sion and access to information to make well informed 

decisions in health care. Follow the link: 

www.donsdream.ca 

for more information or to contact us 

Culture Community Need 

Connection 

Continuity 

Comfort Support Care 

Serve 

Goal 

DEAFNESS 

 Affects the person’s ability to communicate with healthcare

professionals

 Affects how the person interacts with others

 Can lead to depression, anxiety, loneliness, social withdrawal,

errors and misunderstandings leading to potential harm

 Often results in lack of understanding and empathy by the

healthcare professionals towards the Deaf person

 Being and engaging in a healthcare setting can cause a lot of

stress. Healthcare professionals do not seem to appreciate that

PRIMARY PROBLEM 

 Cultural, institutional and communication barriers prevent

effective and full communication

WHAT ARE THE NEEDS 

 Accessibility Coordinators are “generalists”. Accessibility  for the

Deaf requires Deafness “specialists” skilled in communication

using sign language and knowledgeable about Deaf Culture

 Inclusion of Deaf advocates and Deaf interpreters

 Use of professional sign language interpreters

 Partnership between the volunteer Deaf Health Care Team and

service providers

TIPS FOR COMMUNICATING WITH DEAF PEOPLE 

Although some Deaf can speak and speechread, do NOT assume the entire message is understood. Most Deaf 
prefer sign language with access to qualified interpreting services to ensure the accuracy of the messages. 

 KNOW if the person prefers sign language or other ways to

communicate

 Only 30% of English words can be lipread

 Keep your message simple

 Use natural gestures to help make a message clear

 Clear visual field important (e.g. have good lighting, do not

stand in front of a window)

 Make and maintain eye contact at all times

 When using an interpreter, speak to the patient not the

interpreter

 Facial expressions and body language are crucial for com-

munication

 When a computer is used for Video Interpreting Services,

be sensitive to the health condition of the patient so that

the computer can be used appropriately. Otherwise, the

message may not be received accurately. Generally, the

Deaf are more comfortable with in-person interpreters

 Be patient and flexible

 GENTLY get the person’s attention by tapping on his/her

shoulder. Flashing the lights in the room can sometimes

be used

 Technical devices may be used to help some Deaf people

communicate

 Alert needed on the front of Deaf patients’ files to alert

staff that the patient is Deaf

 IMPORTANT FACTS TO KNOW ABOUT THE DEAF 

 Sign Language (ASL and LSQ) are separate languages from

English and French with their own grammar and syntax

 ASL or LSQ is the first language for many Deaf. English or

French is their second language

 ASL and LSQ do not have a commonly used written form.

Hence, note writing back and forth is not the best way to

communicate

 Compared to the hearing, many Deaf have limited knowledge

and understanding of current medical practices and interven-

tions. They require more detailed explanations

 Intelligence of the Deaf is not reflected in their written or

spoken English or French, which is their second language

 Deep mistrust and negative past experiences impact how the

Deaf deal with healthcare professionals. Be aware and sensi-

tive

 Concern for being looked upon as “inferior”

IMPORTANCE OF USING SIGN LANGUAGE 

INTERPRETERS 

 For optimal, unambiguous communication use a professional

sign language interpreter

 Professional interpreters ensure  full and accurate two-way

communication of information

 It can be a liability if a family member, friend or “signer” is used

to provide interpreting services

 Interpreters must be qualified and members of AVLIC/CASLI or

AQILS

LEGAL RULINGS 

 Supreme Court of Canada Eldridge v B.C. in 1997—

Unanimous ruling “where sign language interpreters are

necessary for effective communication in the delivery of

medical services, the failure to provide them constitutes a

denial of the Charter of Rights”

 Ontarians with Disabilities Act in 2000 and 2005—Ensures

decision makers at all levels of service from LHIN to direct

service workers accept, as a right, provision of appropriate

services to the Deaf

MORE INFORMATION 

www.donsdream.ca 

 Resources

 Contacts

 Video presentations

 Specific vocabulary, by topic, in sign language

Contact Us: www.donsdream.ca;  Monica Elaine Campbell, mecbell@rogers.com, 613-729-1612 TTY, 613-612-0319  Text; Christine Wilson wilsonchristine@rogers.com, 613-864-7040 
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